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ALLIED PILOTS AT DIEPPE

Thirty eight of the 91 Germanaircraft destroyed in the great air battle which

developed over the Dieppe operation were claimed By Allied fighter pilots who fly
with their own Air Force squadrons operating in Fighter Command,

The famous Warsaw squadron of the Polish Air Force, which destroyed 126 aircraft

in the Battle of Britain, was the top scorer in the Battle of Dieppe, They

destroyed nine German aircraft and shared in the destruction of a tenth. These

victories were scored for the loss of only one of the squadron’s pilots.

Shortly after 9,30 a,m, the Warsaw squadron was out with another Polish squadron
to take part in the fighter umbrella over the invasion ships. With them was a D.F.C.

Polish Wing Commander and a D.F.C. Squadron Leader, Near the convoy they saw five

Do.217s flying in formations at about 8,000 feet, several Ju.88s, and more than 70

F.W.190s at various heights.

The Wing Commander warned his squadrons of the presence of the F.W.190s , and then,

taking the Squadron Leafier with him, he waded into the Dorniers head on. Both

Spitfire pilots fired as they went, in, and they achieved their object of breaking up

the bomber formation and making them drop their bombs wide of the target. The most

accurate fell a mile from the nearest British ship.

Meanwhile the twoo Polish squadrons had been attacking the Ju. 88s and the F.W.190s

and they emerged from the fight having destroyed 4 F,W, 190s, 3 Ju.88s and a Dornier 217*

On the first sortie at dawn one Polish pilot was wounded, in the right arm and leg

by explosive bullets. The bullet which hit his arm smashed the bone and with only

one serviceable leg and one usable arm he managed to make a perfect landing at a forward

station on the south coast, He lost consciousness twice during the nightmare journey

heme and was again unconscious when the mechanics reached him after he landed.

One of his countrymen who became separated from his companions was attacked tine

after time by a number of F,W, 190s, They filled his Spitfire so full of cannon-shell

and bullet holes that it was almost a write off when he landed. Yet he climbed

out of his aircraft without so much as having suffered a cut finger* He said that

the Spitfire behaved so beautifully that he had no idea that it had been badly hit

until he landed and saw the damage.

Later in the day the two squadrons which had distinguished themselves in the

morning went out again with three more Polish squadrons. On this sortie over the

returning ships the five squadrons "between them destroyed 4 He, 111s, a Do.217 and on

F,W, 190, The Poles lost two pilots on this sortie their only missing pilots of the

day. Of the 16 1/2 enemy aircraft destroyed "by these five Polish squadrons during the

day, nine were twin-engine bombers.

Squadrons of the Czech, Belgian, Fighting French and Norwegian Air Forces

operating with Fighter Command also achieved remarkable results.
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A flight commander in a Czech squadron, who was heavily engaged, said: "It was

a magnificent fight, he were too busy shooting Huns to see what happened to most of

them, but, I thank it is safe to say that several of our probables did not get home,
I wish this would happen every day. It was lovely to see Hun bombers in daylight
once more.

"Wherever one looked there were fights. Once I saw Dornier with five

Spitfires on its tail. It had no chance. After a few seconds it went down with

flames pouring from it. Every Czech pilot and airman is looking forward to the

next Dieppe",

A Belgian squadron's mixed bag included four F.W. 190s destroyed, oneMe.109

destroyed and a destroyed Ju.88.

They lost only one pilot.

Three Do, 217s fell to a Fighting French squadron and two Norwegian squadrons
between then accounted: for 2 Do.217s and 9 F,W,190s for the loss of only four of their

own pilots.

One Fighting French pilot attacked three Do,217s single-handed, shot one down

and damaged the two others, both with one burst with his guns. The crew of the

destroyed Dornier which crashed on the French shore baled out.

Here are some of the British squadrons high-lights. A Hurricane bomber squadron

saw 10 Ju.88sand a Heinkel 111 trying to bomb a destroyer. The He.111 was just

beginning its attack when it in turn was attacked by a Hurricane, which still had its

bomb load aboard. The He. was shot down in flames. The Hurricanes, after dispersing
the rest of the bombers, went on over the French coast, bombed their own target, and

then shot down an F.W.190 out of a section which attacked then on the return over the

French coast. All the Hurricanes returned safely from this operation.

Enemy fighter opposition increased as the re-embarkation of our ground forces

began.

A Group Captain made several lone observation patrols over the battle ground during
the day. His first was before dawn.

During one of these patrols he was at 25,000 feet over the Channel when he saw

pairs of enemy fighters diving dawn towards Dieppe and trying to attack our ships.
He chose the second pair within range and having dived after then until the hand of

his air speed indicator went right off the clock "beyond reading point he closed in

to a range of about 50 yards and hit the F.W.190 with a blast of cannon fire, The

Group Captain then attacked the leader of the pair with machine gun fire and -a few

moments later' saw the first F.W.190 he had attacked give out a variety of coloured

smoke and dive into the Channel,

A Hurricane pilot attacking the defences on the cliffs east of Dieppe - they held

out longest - and were finally silenced by Hurricane bombers flying at 0 feet - was

fired at by a lone German soldier with a rifle. The bullet cut one of his elevator

wires. The pilot returned safely.

Ground crews of Fighter Command had their busiest day for a long time and new

records In refueling and rearming were set up* A broadcast’ over the radio told then

"The success of this operation depends on the efficiency of the ground crews,"

They did not fail their pilots.
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